• **WORLD’S 1st INSTANT CONFERENCE FACILITY** – Why put people on hold when you can instantly connect with your preferred group of members

• **INSTANTLY & SCHEDULE CONFERENCE FACILITY** – You can connect instantly or schedule by just clicking the App

• **ENHANCED CONVENIENCE** – Anytime, Anywhere Accessibility with many innovative features that makes it easy for use

• **SAFE AND SECURE** – Controlled access and complete confidentiality made available through secure platform based approach

### Current Challenges

1) Wondering how to get connected with your team mates or vendor???
2) Wondering how to do instant conference???
3) Always depended on back end support for scheduling conference???
4) Always have challenges to circulate booking details to the entire participants???
5) Participants spending more money for conference and need to remember bridge ID & and password to dialout???

### Value Propositions

1) Get connected “**Instantly**” or “**Scheduled**” conference without any limits.
2) No need to depend any back end support for booking conference.
3) Don’t waste your time to circulate booking details to your team & to maintain call logs.
4) Participants don’t need to spend any money and to remember bridge ID & and password.
5) Yes its true & “**You heard it right**”

- Conference call made as simple as “**just a click away**” through our mobile App (Android & IOS) & Web access. Options of creating multiple groups and members.
- Connect with your team instantly or scheduled through incoming calls facility.
- Hassle free conference, without remembering the bridge number & PIN & no need to pay single penny for each calls.
- Control your participants during the calls by **adding/mute/unmute/connect/disconnect**.
- Voice logs are created automatically hence, no need to maintain any minutes of meeting for future reference.
- Recent call history is available for scheduling and for instant conference.
- Option of call transfer from mobile to landline or vice versa to **“Moderator” & entire “Participants”** during conference.
- By default web interface will be created to the entire Moderator’s (Chairperson).